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Abstract: This paper presents Thorvald II, a modular, highly re-configurable, all-weather
mobile robot intended for applications in the agricultural domain. Researchers working with
mobile agricultural robots tend to work in a wide variety of environments such as open fields,
greenhouses, and polytunnels. Until now agricultural robots have been designed to operate in
only one type of environment, with no or limited possibilities for customization. Thorvald II is a
new module-based robot design that allows for vastly different robots to be built using the same
basic modules, and rebuilt using only basic hand tools. The modules are designed to enable high
quality robots that can quickly be customized for a given application in a given environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When modern tractors and other farm machines drive
across farm fields, they damage the soil structure and cause
what is known as soil compaction. This widespread prob-
lem leads to lower yields and flooded fields (Batey (2009);
Nawaz et al. (2013)). If tractors are to be made smaller
and lighter so that they do not harm the soil, productivity
per unit will drop, and therefore more tractors will be
needed to cover the same area compared to operations
using conventional tractors. This is not a viable solution
as it will be too costly for the farmer to have a driver
for every single tractor. Another solution that is made
possible with the introduction of autonomous systems may
be to replace each heavy tractor with several light-weight,
autonomous robots. Every farm will then have a swarm of
self-driving robots that can work day and night without
causing damage to the soil. Before this becomes a reality,
there is a wide variety of problems related to safe and
robust autonomous operation that need to be solved. For
this purpose, mobile research robots are required.

Many interesting and impressive agricultural robot designs
have emerged over the last few years. Some robots are
based on conventional tractors like the APU by Oksanen
(2015), but there are also several new, light-weight robot
designs that have appeared over the last few years. Many
of these robots can be equipped with exchangeable tools
or implements like a conventional tractor, but as they have
lower mass, they will not harm the soil. Examples of these
robots are the tracked Robotti by Green et al. (2014),
the four wheel drive, four wheel steering Bonirob (V2)
by Bangert et al. (2013) and RIPPA by the Australian
Centre for Field Robotics (ACFR), University of Sydney,
Australia, and the differential drive AgBot II by Bawden
et al. (2014) at Queensland University of Technology,
Australia.

Other robots are more specialized towards one specific
task, one example is the SW 6010 by Agrobot, which is a
semi-automatic robot for harvesting strawberries. Robots
can also be applicable in tasks normally not associated
with machines, like the SwagBot developed at the ACFR
which can herd and monitor cattle. Furthermore, robots
have also been developed for use indoors in greenhouses.
One example is the fully automatic S55 spray robot by
Wanjet, Sweden.

What is common for all the robots above is their fairly
fixed physical appearance. It is important to note that
some robots have the ability to modify certain parameters.
The BoniRob (V2) is, for example, capable of changing its
track-width. This can be useful for researchers working
with different track-widths on different research projects,
or for adapting to narrow farm roads. However, there are
(to the author’s knowledge) no robotic system that allows
for custom built, re-configurable agricultural robots.

Fig. 1. The standard configuration of the Thorvald II robot
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While working with Thorvald I (Grimstad et al. (2015a),
Grimstad et al. (2015b)) in the field, the authors have
experienced the limitations imposed by the robot’s fairly
fixed configuration. Although the track width can be
changed by replacing only one single part, namely the front
frame beam, the process of changing other parameters is
more complicated or time consuming. Rebuilding the four-
wheel drive, four-wheel steering robot into a differential
drive version with passive caster wheels would require a
considerable amount of work. New parts would have to be
designed and manufactured, and fitting the new parts to
the robot would take time and require the use of advanced
tools. The lack of adaptability and the fact that these
limitations apply to all current agricultural robots was the
motivation behind the modular, re-configurable Thorvald
II platform.

With the system presented in this paper, it is possible to
create an array of different all-weather robots using the
same basic modules and only basic hand tools. A robot
that is configured for working outdoors, driving in wide
tractor tracks, can easily be reconfigured to be used in
narrow rows inside a greenhouse. A four wheel drive, four-
wheel steering robot can be rebuilt into a differential drive
robot (with caster wheels at the front or at the rear) by
changing two of the active drive modules for passive wheel
modules. Furthermore, a four-wheel version can easily be
rebuilt to one or more three-wheeled robots.

The idea of the system is to contain all complex and
costly parts inside modules, and that these modules do not
require any modifications when re-configuring the robot.
Changing the robots size is a matter of cutting aluminum
tubes into the appropriate length for a given application,
and then clamping the modules to these tubes. Rewiring

is not necessary, and excessive cables can be stored inside
the modules.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present
a concept overview where the robotic system is described.
This is followed by a more detailed description of the
different robot modules in Section 3. In Section 4 we argue
for the practical need for the presented system by looking
at different applications in different environment which the
robot has been and will be working in. Finally we conclude
the paper in Section 5.

2. CONCEPT OVERVIEW

The robotic system presented uses a re-configurable alu-
minum frame and different modules to create robots of
different sizes and with different properties. Rebuilding the
robot is quick and easy, and can in many cases be done in
matter of minutes.

The standard configuration of the robot has four-wheel
drive and four-wheel steering with passive suspension to
ensure good traction in rough terrain. It has a track width
of 1.5 meters, a mass of<200 kg and a low center of gravity.
The robot has a large internal workspace that can be used
to mount different tools for different applications and it
can carry a payload of 200 kg. The standard version of the
robot is shown in Fig. 1. Other versions include (but is not
limited to) two motor differential drive versions with caster
wheels for support, versions with or without suspension
modules, versions with different track widths, tall versions
that can drive over fully grown cereal crops, three-wheel
versions with one-wheel drive/steering and passive support
wheels, and extra wide versions with 6 or more wheels.

The system is overall designed to enable light-weight, low-
cost, high quality robots for any application. The modules

Fig. 2. A handful of the robots that can be built using the Thorvald modules. From the left: A low, narrow version for
greenhouses, a three-wheeled version, a differential drive version, a tall phenotyping version, a standard version.
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